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By Susan G. Cole, Michelle da Silva, Jonathan Goldsbie, 
Natalia Manzocco, Kate Robertson and Glenn Sumi

Photography by Tanja-Tiziana

LOVE YOUR 

BODY
E

very January, the headlines at newsstands are 
pathetically predictable. “New year, new you! 
Lose weight! Diet! Change your life!” It’s 
enough body shaming to make even the most 
confident among us feel insecure. We’re led 

to believe that the only thing holding us back from having a 
better year is sheer willpower – and those last five pounds.

But what if we were told something different? What if we 
showed ourselves some kindness and appreciated who we 
are right now? 

It’s with those questions in mind that NOW created the 
Love Your Body issue. For the last three years, we’ve fea-
tured dozens of inspiring Torontonians willing to bare all to 
help promote body positivity. These individuals are beautiful 
and diverse – in size, shape, race, age, ability and gender 
– with stories that touch on tragedy, transformation, rec-
lamation, love and, most of all, acceptance. 

The year 2016 saw an unprecedented number of diverse 
models on magazine covers and in the media. But according 
to the Fashion Spot’s annual report, only 30 per cent of 
models on the cover of fashion glossies were non-white, 5 
per cent over the age of 50 and 0.9 per cent plus-size. 
While transgender people continued to gain visibility in film, 
TV and music, they still struggled to be represented in print.

For every achievement made by the body positivity movement 
in 2016, there were reminders that there’s still so far to go. 

Ashley Graham became the first plus-size model on the 
cover of Sports Illustrated’s annual swimsuit issue, a move 
that was celebrated by body activists as much as it was 
slammed by critics. 

The film landscape, and the Academy Awards in particu-
lar, were noticeably devoid of racialized actors and direc-
tors, sparking the hashtag #OscarsSoWhite and prompting 
a necessary debate on the importance of diverse represen-
tation in Hollywood. 

During the Summer Olympics, Nike featured Team USA’s 
first transgender athlete, Chris Mosier, in a commercial. 
Meanwhile, South African track star Caster Semenya’s 
gender was repeatedly questioned, and she was mocked for 
her physical appearance.

Breastfeeding, an act so natural and necessary to sustain 
life, is something that women are still shamed for doing in 
public. That’s part of the reason why we chose the photo of 
Heidi Hawkins and her son, Arthur, as this year’s cover. 
During the photo shoot, Arthur got hungry, and as any 
mother would do, Hawkins scooped up her child in her arms 
and fed him.

In the pages that follow, you’ll see photos that inspire and 
read stories of survivors. You’ll meet nine Torontonians 
proud of the skin they’re in. May they be a reminder that 
you, too, are strong, unique and deserving of love. 

You are enough just the way you are.  Michelle Da Silva
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Four years ago, I was living at Queen and Spadina, 
working at American Apparel. I had taken a little 
break from acting just before the fire happened. 
I got back with my agent and I was going to get 
new headshots and try for TV and film. 

I don’t remember anything from the fire, 
which is good because I’d probably have night-
mares. I was living with very close friends, and 
one especially good friend got me out of there 
just in time.

I woke up on a hospital bed, all bandaged 
up, looking like a mummy and not realizing how 
severe the accident had been. I’d had a trach-
eotomy, so I had a huge tube in my mouth. As 
soon as it came out, I was trying to mouth that I 
wanted a paper and pen. And they told me a 
bunch of times that there was no use for that, 
right? But it just wasn’t coming across, partly be-
cause of the medication and partly because I 
was in denial as to how severe it was.

But soon, I had enough energy to see what 
happened to me. 

I’ve had 30 to 40 surgeries, skin grafts and 
such. I had to relearn how to walk. That was pretty 
painful because my skin was still healing, so every 
movement, every step, was like skin rubbing 
against a band-aid. It was like a ter-
rible rug burn. I’m getting new pros-
thetics soon, so I’ll be learning how 
to use them – how to hold utensils.

I couldn’t even comprehend 
what to do during that time. I 
couldn’t see myself going back to 
acting because I didn’t feel I had a 
place there. You don’t see a lot of 
people who look like me on the 
stage and on the screen, and some-
times you need those kinds of role 
models. And it can be very super-
ficial as well, right?

But I ran into my friend Harrison, who’s a dir-
ector and he really wanted to throw me in a 
play. It was just at the right time. I’d been getting 
back out again, seeing friends and feeling good. 

All the fear came in: “Oh gosh, what will 
people think of me? Will I be any good?” I 
hadn’t had those thoughts in a long while.

How I overcame my fear? I just did it, kinda 
went through all those weird feelings, and then it 
got easier. And then it became fun. And then it 
was just really, really fun by the end of it. I am so 
glad I did it.

I have my rules: I don’t do naked and I don’t do 
rape scenes. But the experience of being photo-
graphed this way forced certain confrontations 
that were good and healthy. 

Since the 80s, I have been looking at the his-
tory of what’s in my body as a result of Native 
women always being seen as sexual commod-
ities for conquest. I’m working with Choctaw 

poet LeAnne Howe on the play 
Sideshow Freaks & Circus Injuns. 

My mother was displayed in a 
sideshow when she was a child. 
Freak shows are the pornography 
of disability, the human zoos, 
where we were exotic freaks. What’s 
in my body from that? 

The pornographic gaze of oth-
ering and colonization is all about 
disconnecting people from the 
land. Indigenous women have been 
behind the protection of the water 
and the land. What happens to the 
land, what happens to the water, 

happens to my body. 
I come from the dance, TV and film worlds, 

and I’ve had a good long run making my living 
on my looks. I have an old and deep trench of 
“too fat, too fat, too fat.” But being this age now, 
I’m not supposed to be any other shape than 
what I am. It’s freed me up to say, “I’m not diet-
ing ever again.” I like the idea of relaxing into 
an aging body and an aging face. 

It’s been so hard for me not to be at Standing 
Rock. But it’s snowing, and I don’t do well in the 
snow. And if it’s no longer appropriate for this 
63-year-old to lock herself down to a bulldozer, 
what the fuck can an old girl like me do? 

But here, I can use my body to talk not only 
about what has been happening to our bodies 
for 500 years of colonialism, but what is hap-
pening now. 

This shoot allowed me to take a big gulp and 
ask, “Where is the celebration? Where is the 
reclamation?” I thought about the women who 
were dancing and singing and praying in the 
face of volleys of tear gas. The hatred displayed 
by the Morton County sheriff at that demonstra-
tion, the fear the authorities had in the face of 
Indians singing and dancing and praying – that’s 
a re-enactment of some ancestral movement in 
their DNA. Nothing scares them more.

I haven’t been this angry for 40 years. We’ll 
have Standing Rocks here in Canada, too. Those 
pipelines being approved are going to be fought 
in a sacred manner, led by women.

So, for the shoot, I made it sacred to honour 
those women who are standing with their arms 
up. I thought, “I am going to sing and dance 
and pray.”

This is what I can do. I think it was a gift.

ACTOR, 
PLAYWRIGHT, 

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR 
OF CHOCOLATE 

WOMAN 
COLLECTIVE

LOVE YOUR BODY LOVE YOUR BODY

Prince 
Amponsah

ACTOR, 
SOCIAL WORK 
STUDENT AT 
RYERSON 
UNIVERSITY

I had to relearn how to  
walk. That was pretty painful 
because my skin was still 
healing, so every movement, 
every step, was like skin  
rubbing against a band-aid.

It’s been hard for me not to 
be at Standing Rock. For this 

shoot, I thought about the 
women who were dancing, 
singing and praying in the 
face of authorities’ hatred.

Monique    
Mojica
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Pregnancy was the most intense experience of my life. I started 
gaining weight very quickly, and when I saw my body changing 
it was scary. There’s pressure on women to keep their figure 
even while pregnant, which is  absolutely ridiculous. I would 
take a picture and post it on Facebook and people would say, 
“You’re really gaining weight in all the right places,” or some-
one would tell me, “You can eat anything you want because 
you’re pregnant and already fat.” That really bugged me.

When it came time to give birth, my modesty went out the 
window. I was in labour for three days, and it ended in an 
emergency C-section. A lot of women are ashamed of C-section 
scars and want to cover them up, but I’m proud of mine. Had I 
not had the  surgery, my son wouldn’t be here, so whenever I 
look at it, I think, “I did it. I survived that.” 

As a new mom, I’ve thought a lot about breastfeeding. 
There’s been so much stuff in the media lately about mothers 
feeling like they need to cover up while they’re breastfeeding in 
public because it makes other people feel uncomfortable. That 
makes me so angry. I’m literally sustaining the life of my child. 
I’m not trying to turn you on or upset you. I never cover up when 
I breastfeed, but there have definitely been times when I’ve got-
ten looks or when my husband has had to stand beside me. 

I wish, before I had a baby, I’d been more aware of how my 
body would change and how it was going to make me feel. All 
you hear about is “bouncing back.” In magazines you see a lot 
of retouched photos of peo ple after they have kids, and it gives 
wo men a really unrealistic idea of what you’re going to look 
like after you give birth.  

My body is completely different. I don’t have time to work 
out or shave my legs. I don’t really have time to take care of 
myself, but I think I’m like 90 per cent of women who had babies 
in the last couple of years. I now have cellu lite, a stretchy belly 
and lopsided breasts from breastfeeding, but I’m proud of it in 
a strange way.

I want women, mothers especially, to accept themselves and 
to know that our bodies are amazing. I want women to not 
worry what other people think. All that matters is we’re healthy 
enough to take care of ourselves and our children. What women 
have to go through in order to bring a child into this world is the 
hugest thing. We are strong and we can deal with a lot of pain 
and discomfort, and our strength is so important.

When I was seven or eight we’d play some soccer games shirts 
versus skins. I would skip practice sometimes because I was 
terrified of being put on the skins. I was always kind of a chubbier 
guy and so uncomfortable being shirtless, even in swimming pools.

That only began to change when I was 25. I was helping on 
a MuchMusic shoot in Vancouver, and one of the camera-
women wanted to show me the famous clothing-optional Wreck 
Beach. So I went with her and got shirtless, and I was comfortable, 
surrounded by all these people who looked so free and happy 
and just completely at peace with themselves. It was inspiring.

I didn’t get naked that first time, but when I moved to Van-
couver at 29, having come out a couple of years earlier, some 
gay friends took me back there, and I finally bit the bullet. After 
that first moment, there was no turning back. I embraced the 

culture that revolves around naturism – and the confidence of 
being okay with my body.

I began to seek out those spaces whenever I had a chance 
to travel, and that drive has been very strong ever since.

There have been times when my voice-over work has had me 
sitting in a closet recording audiobooks of erotic novels, and I 
didn’t feel comfortable taking on those jobs until after my  experiences 
with nude beaches and naturism. It definitely connected to feel-
ing confident enough to sit in a closet and read lurid passages 
about various body parts without laughing or giggling. Those 
books would have taken forever to record if that happened. 

The Point Tent & Trailer Resort, an all-male clothing-optional 
campground south of Hamilton, has been the biggest motivator. 
The idea of walking around a camp naked is very liberating. 

I feel much more at peace with myself. Once being naked isn’t 
a big deal to you, it brings down the level of other anxieties. 

You assume that people might gossip about you or go be-
hind your back the second they see you naked, but in the end, 
nobody has time to care about that. No one really cares that 
much about how you look. 

And when you go to a nude beach for the first time, once 
you get over that fact, you look around and then it becomes – 
I’m going to use the term very loosely – wallpaper. It’s like we’re 
all in this together and now we’re just wallpaper. You’re as excit-
ing as if I’m in a room with busy wallpaper.

Heidi 
Hawkins

MOTHER, 
VOICE-OVER ACTOR

A lot of women are ashamed of C-section 
scars, but I’m proud of mine. Had I not had  

the surgery, my son wouldn’t be here.

I was always kind of a chubbier guy and so 
uncomfortable being shirtless, even in swimming pools. 

That only began to change when I was 25.

Paul
Lancaric

LOVE YOUR BODY LOVE YOUR BODY

VOICE-OVER ACTOR 
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People say to me, “You’re so confident.” But 
there are good days and bad days. Usually it’s 
“This is me and I can’t do anything to change it, 
so I’m gonna have to enjoy it.” And then there 
are days when I’m like, “This is awesome – I’m 
fat and tattooed!”

All of my tattoos are kind of stupid and silly. 
[A sampling: “JUNK FOOD” on her knuckles, a 
T. Rex dressed up like Marc Bolan, and portraits 
of Weird Al Yankovic and John Waters.] One 

day I’m going to wake up and be 
like, “Well, that sure was a deci-
sion you made!” But I would rather 
have ones that are funny as op-
posed to ones that start out really 
meaningful and then you stop car-
ing about them. 

The biggest compliment I ever 
got came from John Waters while 
he was doing a talk here. He came 
over, gestured at me and was like, 
“This is everything. You look like 
you belong in one of my movies.”

When I’m wrestling, that’s a 
good [self-esteem] day. I look the 
least conventionally attractive when 
I wrestle, but I’m like, “This fits. I’m 

dressed like a cartoon character and nobody 
can say anything about it.”

I found out about the League of Lady Wrest-
lers and was asked to join, and somehow I’ve 
become one of the draws. I decided to be the 
big, fat monster character. Making people boo 
you is weirdly powerful, and almost more grati-
fying than trying to get them to like you.

I’ve always been a big fan of wres tling, but 
there’s a really sexist, racist, homophobic culture 
around it. I started training full-time and loved it, 
but I eventually left. I had to deal with people 
making rape jokes in class and being told I was 
overreacting. Now I’m in a space where I feel like 
I fit in, but that’s a subset of a sport where women 
don’t belong. We put on and sell out shows, and 
it’s kind of a huge fuck-you to wrestlers and pro-
moters who don’t have respect for women. 

I still do seminars and classes. I was training 
in Texas and went to pick up this guy for a power 
slam. He was like, “You’re throwing me effort-
lessly!” A dude might be twice my size and 
ripped, but I can knock him down because of my 
build. I’m short and have a low centre of gravity 
and I’m really hard to move. 

I’m also chronically ill and have fibro myalgia 
and a bunch of other stuff, and people ask, 
“How do you do this if you’re in pain?” And I 
say, “I’m already in pain, so I may as well throw 
someone by their hair into a pole and have 
people cheer – or boo – me for it.”

Last year I was diagnosed with two chronic ill-
nesses. One is adrenal fatigue, which a lot of 
people have,  especially after surviving trauma.

The other involved having to get off topical 
steroid use. During the withdrawal process, it 
basically looked liked my body had been burned, 
like I had scar tissue all over. And I had to with-
draw from a lot of things, like performing and 
producing. The only thing I could do was write.

So this entire year was devoted to complet-
ing my book. Having a disability allowed me the 
stillness and silence. 

I gave myself that time to feel like this is my 
dialogue with my body right now. My body 
says, “Stop.” My body says, “I need help.” My 
body says, “It’s time to create.”

Because when you finally listen to what your 
body is saying, it’s beautiful. You realize, “Oh 
my gosh, I’ve been fighting you this entire time.”

During the height of my sickness, I would 
write love letters to my body and post them up. 
Like, “Dear Body. My beautiful Body. I am so 
sorry that I starved you. I’m so sorry that I made 
you work when you didn’t want to work. I’m 
sorry that I pushed you hard when I shouldn’t 
have. I should have just listened to you. And I’m 
listening to you now.” 

I would post them inside my washroom cup-
board and look at them when I was coming out 
of the shower. When I had flare-
ups, it was extremely painful to 
shower, so instead of being like, 
“I’m in pain!” I kept on writing these 
letters, just continuously professing 
my love for my body.

When I finally realized I was in 
partnership with my body, it slowly 
healed. 

It was also cool to do this photo 
shoot and realize, “Oh, that’s what 
my body looks like now.” I used to 
be in film and television, and, man, 
the pressure to be 95 to 110 pounds 
is really intense. You’re expected to 
look a particular way. And people won’t say it 
outright. They’ll never say, “You’re fat.” It’ll be 
like, “Well, you could do a few sit-ups.”

I’ve moved from that kind of dialogue to now 
being able to say, “No, my body can grow and 
be abundant in size, and that’s me. This is my 
actual size.” 

As I looked at the photos, it was so awesome 
to see the landscape of my body changing to a 
larger one now that I’m not constantly hurting 
and starving it to be a particular size.

WRESTLER 
WITH LEAGUE 

OF LADY 
WRESTLERS

 Acacia 
Christensen 

LOVE YOUR BODY LOVE YOUR BODY

Catherine 

AUTHOR OF 
THE NOVEL 
SCARBOROUGH, 
OUT SOON

During the height of my 
sickness, I would write love 
letters to my body, post them 
inside my washroom and look 
at them when I was coming 
out of the shower.

I look the least 
conventionally attractive 

when I wrestle, but I’m 
like, “This fits. I’m dressed 
like a cartoon character, 

and nobody can say 
anything about it.”

Hernandez

aka 
Doughnut 
Messaround
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A few things inform my work: being somebody 
who’s mixed-race, who’s racialized, who’s non-
binary and intersex but who walks through the 
world with people reading me as a woman, 
who’s experienced trauma. Then there’s the way 
I express myself through dance, performing, 
porn, having done sex work – all of these things 
have in some way radically shifted my relation-
ship with myself and my body, whether it’s kept 
me out of my body or demanded that I be present 
in my body.

As a survivor of trauma, learning how to be 
okay being sexual on my own terms and how to 
have boun daries has been a big part of my 
work. There’s a demand for respectability if 
you’re a survivor of sex assault – you can’t say 
you’re doing porn or sex work or be a very sex-
ual person. But when I went into 
some sex-positive spaces, it was 
hard to say, “I’m coming with a lot 
of trauma, so this is scary for me.” 

A lot of nuance gets lost. When 
I started working with Silence Is 
Violence [a survivor-led feminist 
collective tackling sexual violence 
and rape culture on campus] at U 
of T, it was one of the few spaces 
where I could do work that was 
sex-positive but also remain open 
to experiences of survivorship.

I’ve been naked in other ways 
in my work, but I’ve never done anything like 
[this shoot]. When I’ve done other things where 
I’ve been nude, it’s more about performance – 
performing sexuality, looking desirable – or I’ve 
been shown alongside other people. Here, I 
wanted to hold myself accountable to the work 
I’ve done, taking a step toward embracing my 
body, sharing my story, holding myself up in a 
really vulnerable way. 

It was a beautiful experience, but also really 
uncomfortable. I saw this picture and had a mil-
lion different feelings. I was like, “Well, that’s a 
really important place for me to stand in.” But 
there’s a lightness and a joy to it as well, the joy 
of being in my body.

Last year, on New Year’s Eve, I went to the emer-
gency room, and on New Year’s Day I got a 
diagnosis of kidney cancer. I had a 15-centi-
metre tumour on my 10-centimetre kidney. A 
year earlier, I had an ultrasound, but my family 
doctor didn’t give me the urgent results. When I 
told him about the cancer and he finally looked 
at the test results, he said, “I’m sorry, I forgot. It 
slipped through the cracks.”

I had the surgery in February. It was so big 
they had to do a full right radical nephrectomy, 
which means they took out the entire kidney. 
They opened me up, and because it was so big, 
they had to increase the incision and make it 
bigger. So I’ve got a nice gnarly scar from the 
centre of my rib cage to my right thigh. 

It healed well. The swelling went down, but it 
took a long time for my body to get back to 
where it was before. I gained a lot of weight 

after the surgery. At first I worried 
about how the scar would appear 
to others.

For a guy to take his shirt off in 
front of a girl is a big moment. I 
wouldn’t bring up the cancer with 
someone I was dating until I need-
ed to. There was one situation 
where I connected to a woman and 
felt it was mutual. She also had a 
history of cancer. So I thought this 
was a person who had gone 
through what I was going through. 
It ended, possibly because she was 
over her thing and I was just start-

ing mine. It might have freaked her out.
That made me feel crappy, knowing that 

someone turned me down because they didn’t 
want to deal with my crap. 

I’m seeing someone now – I think we’re in a 
relationship – and she’s fine with it. 

The experience has changed me. I don’t 
stress about the things I did before. I yield to the 
stuff I have no control over. As I get older, I give 
less of a shit about what people think. That in-
cludes what I look like. My body is my body, 
and I’m cool with that.

Recovering from the surgery, I was lying in 
bed and had a lot of time to think about what I 
hadn’t done and what I wanted to do. Since be-
ing a kid in St. Catharines, all I’ve ever dreamed 
of doing was being an actor. I fell in love with improv. 

And now I want to do it harder – and more. 
I’m in Next Stage, working with Lisa Merchant, 
who taught me improv 20 years ago, and I won 
the Fringe lottery. 

I’m grateful for all the little things people take 
for granted. That’s actually where good improv 
comes from: noticing the small things and ap-
preciating them.

LOVE YOUR BODY LOVE YOUR BODY

Jasbina 
  Justice

Ted 
Hallett

ACTIVIST, 
YOGA TEACHER, 
COORDINATOR & 
PERFORMER WITH 
THE FEMINIST PORN 
COMPANY SPIT

IMPROVISER/
WRITER IN 

DATE ME 
AT NEXT STAGE 

FESTIVAL, 
JANUARY 4 TO 15
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As a survivor of trauma, 
learning how to be okay 
being sexual on my own 
terms and how to have 
boundaries has been a  
big part of my work.

As I get older, I give 
less of a shit about 

what people think. That 
includes what I look like. 

My body is my body, 
and I’m cool with that.
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I started modelling about a year and a half ago 
after I found self-love. I met a new friend in a 
body-positivity community on Instagram who 
happened to be a photographer. She invited me 
to do a shoot. I had never modelled or done 
anything like that before, but it felt amazing to 
embrace my body and myself. 

Once I started modelling, I realized it was a 
great way to inspire people. I never see people 
like me in the media, and I know that if I had 
seen models who looked like me growing up, it 
may have been a bit easier to accept myself. I 
felt like it wasn’t fair for me to love myself and 
not help other people, because I know what it 
feels like to wake up everyday and not feel okay.

Eventually, I started my  #BigAndBlunt move-
ment online, which promotes body confidence 
and lets people know they can 
wear whatever they want, say 
whatever they want and be who-
ever they want as long as it’s not 
harming another person. 

To me, being a body activist 
means advocating for all shapes 
and sizes and never judging people 
based on who they are on the out-
side. Even though the body-positiv-
ity movement has taken big steps in 
the past few years, I feel like it’s still 
super-important. There are still so 
many people out there who believe 
they don’t deserve to love them-
selves unless they look a certain way. I want to 
keep fighting for them and keep spreading the 
message of self-love.

Some days I wake up and feel bad about my 
body. It’s hard, but I’m working on my confi-
dence every single day. I hope that by doing this 
photo shoot, people will see someone who’s 
finally at ease with her body, someone who 
loves herself. 

LOVE YOUR BODY

Jewelz
Mazzei

BODY ACTIVIST, 
MODEL

I never see people like me 
in the media, and I know 
that if I had seen models 
who looked like me growing 
up, it may have been easier 
to accept myself.






